
Wie Verbraucher in Zukunft
Entscheidungen treffen



Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Aufmerksamkeit
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A person attentively listening
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Bedürfnisse
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A person attentively listening
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Sicherheit

--



Emergency Braking (AEB) Forward collision warning 
Higher Speed Auto Emergency braking Low Speed Auto 
Emergency braking Pedestrian Auto Emergency braking 
Active Braking Systems Curtain Airbags Electronic 
Stability Control Intelligent Speed Assist ISA Driver 
Attention Detection Active Cruise Control Thorax Airbags 
With Head Traction Control Antilock Braking System 
Brake Assist System Adjustable Steering Column 
Blindspot Warning System Daytime Running Lights 
Drivers Knee Airbag Fog Lamps Front Airbags Driver 
Front Airbags Passenger Head Restraints All Headup 
Display Lanekeeping Assist Passenger Knee Airbag 
Precrash Safety System Reversing Camera Seatbelt Pret
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Das Unbewusste
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Pictures to describe Bias. Please post suggestions. E.g. a bend 
ruler, a person who praises a man for the same result a woman 
got etc. feel free to be creative.
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Warum denken wir so?
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10x wahrscheinlicher
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Vertrauen
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Gehirne sind Online
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Kunden sind Online
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KI ist Menschlich
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How? 

We taught a supercomputer to 
’think’ like consumers, by feeding it 
the same information consumers 
use to understand the world.

Our AI maps the consumers' mind, 
allowing you to track the brain 
battlefield and choose the best 
strategic position with the winning 
Assoziations to become top of mind.

Like the Samurai, find high ground, 
defend your brand and conquer new 
land.

Because we taught a supercomputer to ‘think’ like a consumer, by feeding it the same information 
consumers use to understand the world (News, Wikipedia, Youtube, Social Media etc.). 
Using proprietary psychological segmentation, we can predict the behavior of consumer groups and 
whole nations*.

Packaged as a SaaS product, we offer an interface to this ‘consumer brain‘, so clients can generate 
highly accurate and super fast insights for better marketing and innovation decisions:

- reducing risk of unsuccessful launches
- identifying new business opportunities super early 
- achieving higher ROI of marketing spend thanks to optimized marketing material

Example case Report (DE) (Link)

--

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1XohkPsiJgtH0o8xHZKRSsBEp-So8oRixuGS9RNjWTSY/edit#slide=id.g24ee2722ef_0_186
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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KI im Marketing
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Online
Erfolg

click

--



Assoziation
Erfolg

--



Die richtigen Assoziationen führen zu 
signifikant mehr Kundeninteresse

LIGHTNING SPEED: 
4 times faster than traditional methods

BUDGET AMPLIFIER: 
3 times more cost effective

HIGHER IMPACT: 
Broader insights that persuaded more consumers

Organischer Reach + 6.5%

Likes + 16.4%

Shares + 26.3%

Comments + 5.4%
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Assoziation
Erfolg

--



Menschen
Maschinen

Mitbewerber
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Menschen
Maschinen

Mitbewerber
...duschen?
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A person attentively listening
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Picture with a fridge on it. Possibly with two red lights 
which could be eyes but are not.

Black background preferred (so it looks like the 
terminator in the previous slide)
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Checkliste:

❏ Was soll Aufmerksamkeit ziehen?
❏ Welche Assoziationen will ich auslösen?
❏ Wie kann ich (online) verfügbarer werden?

….Wieviel Wärme wirkt?

--



@Cognitivetwo
www.Neuro-Flash.com

Jonathan.Mall@neuro-flash.com 


